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INTRODUCTION

Your new personal electronic typewriter offers you the
Iatest Canon technology in a compact, easy-to-use
package. The high-quality printout, with double-width or
shaded printing, enables you to create varied and
i m pressive-looki n g docu ments.

The information that follows will help you to understand
and make the best use of your typewriter's various func-
tions. Before typing, it is recommended that you read this
manual carefully and then keep it handy for future re-
ference.
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I MPORTANT SAFETY I NSTRUCTIONS

Read all of these instructions.
Save these instructions for later use.
Follow all warnings and instructions marked on the product.
Unplug this product from the wall outlet before cleaning. Do not use liquid cleaners or
aerosol cleaners. Use a damp cloth for cleaning.
Do not use this product near water.
Do not place this product on an unstable cart, stand, or table. The product may fall,
causing serious damage to the product.

7. Slots and openings in the cabinet and the back or bottom are provided for ventilation; to
ensure reliable operation of the product and to protect it from overheating, these
openings must not be blocked or covered. The openings should never be blocked by
placing the product on a bed, sofa, rug, or other similar surface. This product should
never be placed near or over a radiator or heat register. This product should not be
placed in a built-in installation unless proper ventilation is provided.

8. This product should be operated from the type of power source indicated on the
marking label. lf you are not sure of the type ol power available, consult your dealer or
local power company.

9. This product is equipped with a 3-wire grounding type plug, a plug having a third
(grounding) pin. This plug will fit into a grounding-type power outlet. This is a safety
feature. lf you are unable to insert the plug fully into the outlet, contact your electrician
to replace your obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the gounding-type
plug.

10. Do not allow anything to rest on the power cord. Do not locate this product where
persons will walk on the cord.

11. lf an extension cord is used with this product, make sure that the total of the ampere
ratings on the products plugged into the extension cord do not exceed the extension
cord ampere rating. Also, make sure that the total of all products plugged into the wall
outlet does not exceed 15 amperes.

12. Never push objects of any kind into this product through cabinet slots as they may touch
dangerous voltage points or short out parts that could result in a risk of fire or electric
shock. Never spill liquid of any kind on the product.

13. Do not attempt to service this product yourself, as opening or removing certain covers
may expose you to dangerous voltage points or other risks. Refer all servicing to service
personnel.

14. Unplug this product from the wall outlet and refer servicing to qualified service
personnel under the following conditions:

A. When the power cord or plug is damaged or frayed.
B. lf liquid has been spilled into the product.
C. lf the product has been exposed to rain or water.
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D. lf the product does not operate normally when the operating instructions are
followed. Adjust only those controls that are covered by the operating instructions
since improper adjustment of other controls may result in damage and will often
require extensive work by a qualilied technician to restore the product to normal
operation.

E. lf the product has been dropped or the cabinet has been damaged.
F. lf the product exhibits a distinct change in performance, indicating a need for service.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

To avoid injury to the operator or damage to the typewriter, please note the following safety
recommendations.

1. Use only the Canon-specified AC adapter.
2. Use only size-D (R20) dry batteries.
3. Do not mix old and new batteries.
4. Do not use different types or brands of batteries together.

Some batteries have different characteristics, even though they are the same size.
5. lnsert batteries so that the polarity matches the plus (*) and minus (-) positions indicated

in the battery case.
6. Remove all batteries when the typewriter is not to be used for a long period of time or

when batteries become weak.
7. Turn off the power switch when the typewriter is not in use.
L Always turn off the power switch before opening the hood.
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POWER SUPPLY
This typewriter can operate on four size-D batteries or the Canon AD-6/AD-100 AC Adapter.

Batteries
Your typewriter operates on four dry size'D (R20) batteries.

Replacing Batteries

1. First turn off the power switch of your type-
writer. (See page 9)

2. Turn the typewriter over and open the bat'
tery cover by sliding it in the direction indi'
cated by the arrow.

3. Load four size-D (R20) batteries, with the
positive pole facing in the direction indicat'
ed by the plus (+ ) on the side and bottom
of the battery case. Then slide the battery
cover back into place until you hear a click.

CAUTION
. Do not mix old and new batteries.
. Do not use different types or brands ol batteiles together. Some batteries have different charac'

teristics, even though they are the same size.
. lnsert batterles so that the polarity matches the plus (+) and minus (-) positions indicated in the

battery case.
. To prevent damage to the typewriter from battery leakage, remoye all batteries when the typewriter

will not be used for a long period of time or when batteries become weak'
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Battery Warning

When the batteries start to lose their charge, the symbols shown below will appear on the
display. This means that batteries should be replaced immediately.

3.!1 !.!t 3.!1 !.!.:
!...! !..,! !...! !...!

E-lt]t * -lIl .r IE[]
o lt is recommended that you complete the battery exchange within 30 minutes.

Canon AD-6|AD-100 AC Adapter
1 . Turn off the power switch of the typewriter.
2. Plug the adapter into an AG outlet.
3. lnsert the AC adapter output plug into the

jack next to the power switch on the type-
writer.

4. Turn on the power switch. When the AC
adapter is connected to the typewriter, the
power source switches from batteries to AC
power.

CAUTION
o Use only th6 Canon-specified AG adapter. Use of any other adapters may result in damage lo the

typewriter or injury to the operator.
o This adapter is specifically designed for use with this typewriter so do not use it with any other

electrical devices.
. Do not connect ordisconnect the AC adapter output plug from the adapterjack unless th6 power

switch of the typewriter is off.
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RIBBON CASSETTES

Loading

1. Turn off the
hood.

power switch and open the

2. Press down gently on the cassette until it
clicks into place on the carrier.
o After installing the cassette, if there is any slack

in the ribbon, take it up by turnung the spool
with your f inger in the direction of the arrow.

o Be sure the ribbon is positioned between the
platen and the print head.

3. Close the hood.

. To prevent the typewriter from running out of ribbon during typing, open the hood and check the

remaining amount of ribbon before you start.

. Three colors of ribbons are available.
lR-501I: black
lR-51[: red
lR-52II: blue

Hold the cassette as shown and lift it up.
. lf the print head is too close to the platen, the cas-

sette may be difficult to remove. ln such a case,

turn the power switch on to reset the printing head

and then off again.

CAUTION
o Store spare cassettes in a cool, dry place.

Removing
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POWER ON

The power switch is located on the right side of the typewriter. Turn on the power switch
of the typewriter as shown below.

Auto power olf luncllon
To prevent unnecessary power consumption, the power goes off automatically when
key operation is suspended for about 15 minutes. To resume operation, turn the power
switch off and then on again.
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PaYt 2
PARTS AND KEY FUNCTIONS
o The keyboard shown below is for the

U.S.A., Asia and Australia version.
MARGIN RELEASE
Used to release the
1)You wish to type

margin.
2) You wish to reset

KEYBOARD
SELECTOR
Used to change the keyboard
sett i n g.

MODE
Used to set typing modes and
formats.

TAB
Used to move the carrier to the next
tab or right margin.

SHIFT LOCK
Used to set the typewriter for con-
tinuous typing of:
1) Upper case letters.
2l Characters shown on the

of some keys.
Press ISHJ FTlto release th is

SHIFT
Used to type:
1) Upper case letters.
2) Symbols shown on the top half of

some keys.

REPEAT

Platen knob Mode indicat

Pitch scale Display

Canon

i@tr
! troD€lL___\#

SPACE'
Used to insert a space or move the
carrier one space to the right.

Carrying handle
The handle is usually stowed away
underneath the typewriter. When car-

rying it around, pull the handle out as
shown in the drawing.

margin when:
beyond the

a margin.r
@

E
@

top half

key.

Used to repeat the last printed or
displayed character.

10



Keyboard
indicator

Display contrast dial

Paper release lever
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RELOCATE prinr
Used to: g7
1) Relocate the cursor after F-l-

correction on the display. l.{-
2) Move the carrier to the I -

farthest-right entry posi- | Dar

tion on the same line. I

ddnsity dialffi.wl

ispl dial

,ENrilrfn

LEFT MARGIN
Used to set the left
margin.

RIGHT MARGIN
Used to set the right
margin.

TAB SET
Used to set tabs.

TAB CLEAR
Used to clear tabs
and decimal tabs.

CURSOR LEFT'
BACK SPACE
Used to move the
carrier or cursor one
space to the left.

CURSOR RIGHT
Used to move the
cursor one space to
the right.

CANCEL
Used to erase a
typed character or a
space on the display.

RETURN
Used to return the
carrier to the left
margin or an indent-
ed position on the
next line.

CODE
Used to perform vari-
ous automatic func-
tions when used in
conjunction with
other keys.

ffi
ffi
H
m

E.
E
E
@

11

'Auto Repeat Key: When pressed continuously, the function of this key is repeated automatically.
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oThe keyboard shown
U.K. version.

E
@

r
@

MARGIN RELEASE
Used to release thr
1)You wish to type

margin.
2) You wish to rese

KEYBOARD
SELECTOR
Used to change tht
setting.

MODE
Used to set typing
f ormats.

TAB
Used to move the can
tab oi right margin.

SHIFT LOCK
Used to set the typew
tinuous typing of:
1) Upper case letters.
2l Characters shown c

of some keys.
PresslSrtmto releas

SHIFT
Used to type:
1) Upper case letters.
2) Symbols shown on

some keys.

REPEAT
Used to
displayed character.

PARTS AND KEY FUNCTI ONS
below is for the Platen knob Canier Mode indicator

SPACE
Used to insert a space or move the
carrier one space to the right.

Carrying handle
The handle is usually stowed away
underneath the typewriter. When car-
rying it around, pull the handle out as
shown in the drawing.

e margin when:
- l^^.,^-l .l^^

Pitch scale Display

rJEy\,r rLr Lt lti

t a margin.

e keyboard I (

modes and
I

-

carrier to the next
t.

t\ \ \

Canon

\@El
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rewriter for con-

rrS.

,n on the top half

ease this key.
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repeat the last printed or
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Display contrast dial

RELOCATE
Used to:
1) Relocate the cursor after

correction on the display.
2) Move the carrier to the

farthest-right entry posi-
tion on the same line.

Paper release leYer

Platen knob

,!7MilE{rlI

LEFT MARGIN
Used to set the left
margin.

RIGHT MARGIN
Used to set the right
margin.

TAB SET
Used to set tabs.

TAB CLEAR
Used to clear tabs
and decimal tabs.

CURSOR LEFT'
BACK SPACE
Used to move the
carrier or cursor one
space to the left.

CURSOR RIGHT
Used to move the
cursor one space to
the right.

CANCEL
Used to erase a
typed character or a
space on the display.

RETURN
Used to return the
carrier to the left
margin or an indent-
ed position on the
next line.

CODE
Used to perform vari-
ous automatic func-
tions when'used in
conjunction with
other keys.

E-
E
E
@

sity dial

'Auto Repeat Key: When pressed continuously, the function of this key is repeated automatically.

13
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MODE SETTINGS

You can set the following modes according to your desired typing format.

@ t-ine spacing mode @ Typestyle mode

@ Typing mode @ Keyboard setting

@ Printing mode @ SnaOing print mode

@ Garrier return mode

The settings O - @ are indicated on the mode windows of the display as shown below.
Wnen llvi6DFl is pressed, "MODE" appears on the display.

aat taaar!aaaaataaaaaaaaraaaaaaa
aaa ataaa

aaaaa
!taa aatt aa.a
aaaaaaaaaaa

rryqtqr
tt-l

Line Spacing Modes

You can choose from three different line spacing settings.

Key Operation

(H)
W

a

@@

Single spacing (6 lines per inch)
Example:

personal
typewri ter

Line-and-a-half spacing (4
Example:

personal
typewriter

Display

lines per lnch)

Double spacing (3 lines per inch)
Example:

personal

typewr i ter

1

116

2

14
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Typing Modes

You can choose from two typing modes: C mode for character-by-character printing and
L mode for line-by-line printing.

Key Operation Display

C mode (character-by-character printing)

E

o For efficient use of the ribbon, we recommend line-by-line
printing.

Movlng the canler durlng L mode typlng

Each character is printed as it is entered, just as on a
conventional typewriter. Characters do not appear on
the display.

L mode (line-by-llne printing)

Characters arc displayed as they arc entered for easy
checking or correction before printing. They are printed
out a line at a time when lnetURNlor ltAelis pressed.

This function moves the carrier to the actual printing
position during L mode typing. This is useful when typ-
ing in fixed columns using the display.
To cancel the operation, press [\4OD-tr| and then @]
again.

c

L

15
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Printing Modes

You can choose from three printing modes: normal, automatic underlined or double-width
printing.

Key Operation

E

r

TI

g

Normal printing

Example:

CANON

Double-width prlnting

Example:

CANON
o The display is as follows:

Display

xx

o To cancel the operation, press lMODEl and then tr.
Automatic underllned printing

Example:

CANON -
o To cancel the operation, press l]f6DEl and then []

again.
o To print doublewidth underlined characters, perform both

the above two key operations t JMODEI - Eand lMODEl
- [7.

Example:

CANON

Carrier Return Modes

You can choose from three different carrier return modes: manual carrier return, automatic
carrier return and justified text.

Key Operation Display

Manual carrler retum

The carrier returns only when lE-EftJRNl is pressed.

Automatlc carrler return

The carrier returns automatically when a space or hyphen
is typed in the hot zone*.

16
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For UK

Example: Justified printout

* Hot zone
The hot zone is the area between the
number of characters you can type in

Eilrilg!,
Justified text

The text is automatically spaced so that the last letter on
each line is aligned on the right margin when a space or
hyphen is entered in the hot zone*.
o Even if the typing mode is set to C (character-by-character mode),

the characters will be displayed and printed line-by-line when
justified text mode is in operation.

position where the alarm
the hot zone is preset to

sounds and the right margin. The
five for the COURIER 10 typestyle.

Right margin

o lf your typewriter is set in the automatic carrier return or justif ied t€xt mode, the carrier will automat-
ically return to the lett margin of the next line when a space or hyphen is typed in the hot zone. For
continued typing after entering a space or hyphen in the hot zone, use the permanent space or hyphen
function (see page 29).

Carrier Return without Line Feed

This function returns the carrier to the left margin without performing a line feed. lt is use-
ful for typing on the same line immediately after setting margins or tabs.

press lEoD-tr| . "coDE" will be displayed.

Press lEEim]. The carrier will return to the teft
margin without executing a line feed.

o lf characters are entered on the display, the alarm sounds
and this operation is not performed.

Jt ste

A-FIex Test Market

tJe have evaluaLed the performance of the countries
In"." A-flex wi I I be Eest marketed. As seen frott---ibeIow, the markets include countries wi th both

Left margin

tr88trtr
Hot zone

@
I

E
2.

17
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Typestyle Modes

The typestyles COURIER 10 and CUBIC PS are built into this typewriter. The typestyle mode
must be set according to the typestyle to be used.

Key Operation Display

COURIER 10 printing (Typestyle mode A)E

ln this typestyle, 10 characters will be printed per inch
regardless of differences in character width.
Example:

Take care of Ehe

wi I I Eake care of
pence, and E,he pounds

t,hemse I ves .

r CUBIC PS printing (Typestyle mode B)

ln the CUBIG PS typestyle mode, the space allowed for each
character varies according to the actual width of each
character. When typing tables, it is recommended that you
use COURIER 10 typestyle.
Example:

Take care of the Pence, and the Pounds will take

care of therrselves.

Keyboard Setting

There are some keys on the typewriter with different symbols on their left and right halves
as shown below.

Keyboard I Keyboard II

The lKBlkey is used to change the keyboard setting according to whether you want to
type-ltre_symbols on the left or right. Keyboard setting alternates between I and II each
time IKB I is pressed.

Displayn Display

l-il

A

B

18
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Accent Symbols (r. t .Ar..r - )

,EItrIEIE{II

1 . Make sure the keyboard settting is II.

2. Press I'SHI-FTI if typing a symbol on the
top of a keytop.

IF
tElE

Type

E,EI ,EJ.tr or E

(H) (H)

3. Type the desired accent symOor @ t@1,

trl o'E(E)

4. Type the desired letter of the alphabet.

Shading Print Mode

This mode allows you to print characters in shading as you type ordinarily. You can choose
from four types of shading.

Example: gfiflOt{

CADTON

1. Press IT[ODtr.l and then e.
menu will be displayed.

2.ffi

4. qrallrqltr

The following shading

2. Press the number that corresponds to the type of shad-
ing you want to print.

3. Type as usual. The characters will be printed in shading.
Type

19
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4. Press [f6D-tr| and then E to cancel the shading print
mode.

o When in the L mode, the display is as follows:

fTypeof 
shading

Beginning of
shading print

End of shading print

Exampte: liftltHt INc.
o This mode can also be used with double-width and underlined printing.

n
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PAPER
You can feed paper automatically by following the simple key operation below. Paper can
also be fed manually using the platen knob.
You are recommeneded to use paper of the same thickness and texture as the sample
included with your typewriter.

Auto Paper Feed

1. Turn on the power switch of the typewriter.

2. lnsert a sheet of paper as shown.

3. Press lOoDtr| and then tr The paper is
automatically fed to one inch (about 2.54
cm) from the top of the paper.

. lf the paper is fed unevenly, pull the paper
release lever forward and adjust the paper.

. The automatic paper feed function may not operale properly with some types of envelopes.

21
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TRYING OUT YOUR TYPEWRITER
Now it's time to try your hand at typing. Turn on the power switch and insert a sheet of paper.
(See page 21.1Type the sentence below. Each character will be displayed as you type it.

A f riend in need is a f riend indeed.

When you've entered the entire sentence, press IT|EI-URIIIto print it. lt should look like this.

A friend in need is a friend indeed.

You just used the lindby-line mode to print the above sentence. This mode enables you
to check and correct characters before they are printed. (See page 15.)

To type upper case characters press the SHIFT key.

Keyboard Angle

You can change the angle of the keyboard
by folding down the legs on the back of the
typewriter.

22



Right Margin Alarm

lf an alarm sounds at the right margin and the keyboard
below which corresponds to the carrier return mode

In the t.J I mode:

o Press to continue typing beyond the right margin and
then press to return the carrier.

o Press to erase the character(s) at the right margin, type a hyphen
and then press [ngtURNl to return the carrier.

rn ut" [- t-] I mode:

. Press EARGiN-EEiEASE to continue typing beyond the right margin
and then type a space or hyphen to return the carrier.

r Press lElto erase the character(s) at the right margin and then type a space
or hyphen to return the carrier. (The J ,e'l key begins to erase characters
when pressed a second time.)

tn tne I PJI mode:

o Press l-6-l to erase the character(s) at the right margin and then type a
space or hyphen to return the carrier. (The lEl key begins to erase charac-
ters when pressed a second time.)

ENdIrgII

locks, follow the procedure described
currently in operation.

23
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MARGINS
Left margin Right margin

G f-OE}Af., FIE CO\.zEFT\'

The world economic recovery is
Ito an oil glut which resulted
I

due no doubt in part
from a decreased demand

in petroleum. This condition
I

has given many depresse{
industries in Europe a second chance for.

1. Press the space bar or Fl to move the carrier to the
desired new margin position.

o lf the carrier stops and an alarm Sounds, the carrier has
reached the currently set margin. Press TMAFG[.t-
Emd to release this margin setting and then move
the carrier to the desired position.

2. Pressffior tosetthe
margin. The old margin will be cleared automatically.

between margins is one inch (approx.2.5 cm). lf you try to set the
between them, the alarm will sound.

Key Operation

o The minimum allowable spacing
margins with less than one inch

Position the
carrier

I

Irffiorffi

Current carri
typins losfi

CAfi
Carrier

Carrier position (printing position)

The carrier position (printing position) is shown
in the drawing to the left. The margins, tabs,
and decimal tabs are set according to the po-
sition of this carrier.

o The arrow indicates the left side of the next charac-
ter to be printed.

o To adjust the vertica! carrier position, refer to the
figure to the left.

24



Left margin

TABS

Setting Tabs

Executing Tabs

E

Eilrdtg!,

Tab Right margin

1. Press the space bar or lEl to move the carrier to the
desired position.

2. Press ITABSET| to set the tab.

o A total of sixteen tabs and decimal tabs (see page 35) can
be set. The alarm will sound if you attempt to exceed this
number.

1. Press ITAE] to move the carrier to the next preset
tab or the right margin.

1. Press mil to move the carrier to the tab to be
cleared.

2. Press ITABCiF-| to clear the tab.

1. Press l6DE-l . "coDE" will be displayed.

2. Press mtrCLRl to clear all tabs.

o This operation also clears all decimal tabs.

Clearing Specific Tabs

Clearing AII Tabs

l''
I carrier fT

ET

E
#

25
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CORRECTIONS ON THE DISPLAY
When your typewriter is set for line-by-line printing, corrections can be made quickly and
easily on the display before text is printed.

Deletions

1. Press E (or f ) to move the cursor (.t) to the
character to be deleted.

2. Press tq to delete the character.

o You can delete characters continuously by pressing
t € I and then pressing and holding IREPE{TI .

3. Press I nf LOC I to move the cursor back to the last
entry position prior to correction.

Example:

Suppose you typed "advaice" instead of advice. aldlvlalilcle
-

1. Press E three times.

2. Press E

3. PressF-ELod.

aldlvlilcle
-

aldlvlilcle
--.-.2
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Insertions

Move cursor

Example: Suppose you

1. Press E twice.

2. Type an E.

3. Press F-ELoel .

ENGI]FIII

Press f (or lll ) to move the cursor to the character
position immediately to the left of where the new
character(s) will be inserted.

Example:
lf you wish to insert a character or characters between
r'b" and r'd", move the cursor (zl under "b".

Type the character(s) to be inserted.

3. Press IRELOC l'to move the cursor back to the last entry
position prior to correction.

typed "advace" instead of advance. aldlvlalcle
-

aldlvlalcle
-A/t

--l\-,

aldlvlalnlcle
-

aldlvlalnlcle
a-

--1"

1.

2.

. lf insertion is attempted when the line is completely full, the alarm will sound and the keyboard will
lock. Follow the appropriate procedure described in "Right Margin Alarm" on page 23.
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CONTROLLED CARRIER MOVEMENT
This function moves the carrier to the right ln small increments of 1140 of an igch (approx.
0.6 mm). You will find this function useful when trying to exactly repostion the carrier after
a typed page has been removed and then reinserted.

1. Press l-mDil. "coDE" will be displayed.

2. Press the space bar. Each time the space bar is
pressed, the carrier moves to the right by 1 140 of an inch
(approx. 0.6 mm).

3. Press lCoEEl to end the operation.

4. Type the necessary character(s).

@
I

-
-

I sp".e bar

I
CT
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SPACES AND HYPHENS IN THE
HOT ZONE

The hot zone is the area between the position where the alarm sounds and the right mar-
gin. The number of characters you can type in the hot zone is preset to five for the COURI-
ER 10 typestyle.
When automatic carrier return [El or justified text IEI is set, the carrier is returned
each time a space or hyphen is typed in the hot zone. You can type a space or hyphen in
the hot zone without a carrier return by following the procedure below.

Gito'"* Right margin
Permanent space

CANON INC.

Permanent hyphen

give-anditake
Hot zone

Permanent Spaces

Permanent Hyphens

@
I For UK

E(lg)

1. Press lcoEEl . "coDE" will be displayed.

2. Press @] to move the carrier one space or insert a
space into the display without a caruier return.

o A permanent space is represented by ";e1" on the display.

1. Press lCoDEl . "coDE" will be displayed.

2. Press E to print or displ ay a hyphen without a carrier
return.

o A permanent hyphen is represented by "1i" on the display.

Hot zone

N
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CENTERING BETWEEN MARGINS
By a simple key operation, your typewriter can automatically center texts between the left
and right margins. This feature is especially useful for centering a heading or title.

. When llNDENil (see page 33) is displayed, centering will be performed between the indented position
and the right margin.

Left margin Right margin

Prior to any centering operation, make sure that:

o The display has been cleared.
o Nothing is typed on the current line.

r@
Iffi

t!]E

I

1. Press ImDil. "coDE" wi!! be displayed.

2. Press tr "CENTER" will be displayed. The carrier will
move to the left margin or an indented position on the
same !ine.

3. Enter the text you wish to center. lt will be displayed
but not printed.

4. Press IRETURN] to center
carrier will return to the left
sition on the next typing
cleared.

and print your text. The
margin or an indented po-
line. The display will be

o lf you press ITEBI to
carrier will move to the
gin and the display will

center and print your text, the
next tab position or the right mar-
be cleared.

o To cancel a centering operation before the

o When the length of an entered text exceeds
no further entry will be possible.

30

text is printed, press tCOE-El and E again.

the space between margins, the alarm will sound and

CANON Typewriter
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Left margin Tab Tab Tab Right margin

1. Move the carrier to the left margin or to the left setting
of a tab pair.

2. Press [CoDEl . "coDE" will be displayed.

3. Press A. "CENTER" will be displayed.

4. Enter the text to be centered. It will be displayed but
not printed.

5. Press mE to center and print the text. The
carrier will move to the next tab. The typewriter will wait
for the next text to be entered.

o Repeat steps 4 and 5 as required.
-To repeat

6. After the last centering operation has been performed,
press [EEfUnttlto move the carrier to the next tine.

o For additional centering on the next line, begin again from
step 1.

Position the
carrier

+E
tEE

. To cancel a centering between tabs operation before the text is printed, press IEO-DEI and
lZ again. .

o When the length of an entered text exceeds the space between tabs, the alarm will sound and no
further entry will be possible.

CENTERING BETWEEN TABS

Your typewriter can automatically
margin. You will find this function

center texts between
especially useful in

tabs or between a tab and either
typing table headings.

+- TOKyO 
-:*- 

NEI^I yOR K*i* LON DON ----*l*-pAR I S
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RIGHT MARGIN ALIGNMENT
This function aligns the final character of an entered text with the right margin and is use-
ful in typing dates, complimentary closes, etc.

1. Press IcoDEI . "coDE" wilt be displayed.

2. Press E. "CENTER" will be displayed. The carrier
moves to the right margin.

3. Enter the text to be right-aligned. lt will be displayed
but not printed.

4. Press lREmM to right-align the text. The carrier
will then return to the left margin of the next line.

. To cancel a right margin alignment operation before the text ls printed, press lC!-DEland E]again.

Right margin

September 27, 1989
A-FIex Test Market

evaluated the performance of the countries

@
I

t@
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INDENTATION

This function is used to set a
to the indent position instead

GNdlst!,

temporary left margin (indent position). The carrier moves
of the actual left margin when it is returned.

Left margin lndent

The Aster Management Center offers courses in:
l. Corporate strategy for directors

?. Developing managerial skilIs

Position the
carrier

Setting an Indent Position

1. Press the space bar or lE to move the carrier to the
desired position.

2. press rcODEl . "coDE,, witt be displayed.

3. Press tr "INDENT" wilt be displayed. The indent
position is set.

4. Type as usual. When the carrier is returned, it will move
to the indent position and stop.
o lf you wish to start typing between the left margin and the

indent position, press E to bypass the set indent
position.

Clearing an lndent Position
1. Press ICoDEI . "CODE" and "INDENT" will be dis-

played.

2. Press tr. "CODE" and "tNDENT" will be cleared from
the display and the indentation function will be canceled.
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DECIMAL TABS

You can align numbers quickly and easily at preset decimal tab positions by follcwing the
procedure below.

. This function can be used to align numbers and number-symbol combinations.

Decimal tab Decimal tab Decimal tab

Setting Decimal Tabs

1 . Press the space bar or E to move the carrier to
the appropriate decimal tab.

2. Press lmDil. "CODE" will be displayed.

3. Press lTmEil. "CODE" disappears from the
display.
The decimal tab is now set at the carrier position.

o A total of sixteen tabs and decimal tabs can be set. An alarm will sound if you attempt to exceed
this number.

o A decimal tab can be set at the same position as a tab.

Confirming decimal tab positions

1 . Press [m-DEl . "coDE" will be displayed.

2. Press IITEI to move the carrier to the set decimal
tab position to the right of the carrier position.

o lf no decimal tab is set between the carrier position and
the right margin, the alarm souhds and the carrier will not
move.

656. 05
I

1234.954
265. 11

I

67 .09
154 .45

I

L240.347

Position the
carrier

@
IH
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I

Executing Decimal

If the alarm sounds:

o No decimal tab is set to the
o The entered number exceeds

f,?lHlsrn

Tabs

1. Press [6-DEland then tr . "DECTAB" will be displayed

2. Enter the number. The number entered will be dis-
played.

o lntegers and number-symbol combinations can also be
entered.

3. Press |6DEl and then E to print the number and
ready the typewriter to accept another number.

- To repeat

4. After you have typed the last number on the line, press

tTAE-l or lRetuRr.tl .

o To cancel this operation midway, press fC€Til and

E 
"g"in 

after first erasing all the typed numbers.

right of the carrier position.
the space between the decimal tabs.
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Clearing Specific Decimal Tabs

Clearing All Decimal Tabs

1. Press ICOD-tr| and then ITEEI . The carrler will move
to the position of the set decimal tab.

2. Press ITAE-m-l to clear the decimat tab.

1. Press lcoD-tr| . "coDE" will be displayed.

2. Press ITA-B-CLRI to clear alt decimal tabs.
o This operation also clears all tabs.

@
I[!
Im

@
Im
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Part 4

ALARMS
To enable you to uso tho various functions of your typewriter effectively, an alarm sounds
lf you operate the typouriter lncorrectty. The table below covers those problems that you
are most llkely to en@unter.

BASIC OPERATIONS

Set more than one inch
between margins.

An attempt was made to set
less than one inch between
margins.

Setting margins

Characters were inserted
that pushed the end of the
line to the right margin.

Press ,

or delete the character(s) at
the margin and insert a
hyphen.

Correcting text

An attempt was made to set
more than 16 tabs and
decimal tabs.

Clear unnecessary tabs and
decimal tabs.

Setting tabs and decimal
tabs

When centering between
margins or between tabs, the
number of characters entered
exceeds the number that can
be printed in the available
space.

Reset margins or tabs
so that there is more
space between them or
reduce the number of
characters typed.

Centering

An attempt was made to
center between margins
after entering characters
on the display.

Use trl] to detete the
characters from the display
and then perform the
centering operation.

Decimal tab was not set to
the right of the carrier.

Move the carrier to a
position left of the decimal
tab, or set a new decimal
tab.

Executing decimal tabs
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Others

MODE setting is not complete
(the MODE indicator is
blinking).

Press IT[6D'E-| to complete
setting.

An attempt was made to enter
or print beyond the right
margin while typing.

Press
or delete characters, enter
a hyphen and continue the
word on the next line.

"CODE" appears on the
display.

Press l6E'E lto make
"CODE" disappear.

"MODE" appears on the
display.

Press l-MTE'il to make
"MODE" disappear.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

lnformation contained in the following table will
smoothly. Check these items before contacting

cilrilsll

help you to keep your typewriter running
your dealer.

\

a

Problent Remedy

Operation impossible when
power switch is on.

o Make sure the batteries are loaded correctly.
Check the adapter by plugging it into a different AC outlet.
Check the AC outlet where the AC adapter is plugged in by
plugging in another device.

o
o

Printout is too light or too dark. O Adjust the print density dial.
Try a different type of paper.o

Character density, character
width or margins are uneven.

o Replace the batteries.

Typewriter does not print. o Replace the ribbon cassette.

Print head is against the platen. o Turn the power switch on to reposition the print head and then
off again.

Line printout is incomplete. o Replace the batteries.

Typewriter does not accept
envelope.

o Use a different type of envelope.

CLEANING THE PRINT HEAD

When printed characters get blurred or when paper gets stained, clean the print head with
a soft cloth or paper.

Turn off the power switch, open the hood and
remove the ribbon cassette.

Put a cloth or sheet of soft paper between the
print head and platen.

With the print head pressed gently against the
platen, slide the cloth or paper sideways.

1.

2.

3.
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KEEPING YOUR TYPEWRITER IN
GOOD CONDITION
Clean the outer surface of your typewriter by gently wiping off any dust with a dry, soft
cloth. Do not use water or organic solvents (ketone, thinners, etc.). The typewriter is shipped
after full inspection. However, if any problems should occur, please contact the sales out.
let where you purchased your typewriter.

Avoid exposing the typewriter to high tempera-
tures and humidity. Never leave the typewriter
in the trunk or on the dashboard of your car.

Be careful not to drop any foreign objects into
the typewriter.

Avoid using the typewriter
vironment.

in a dusty en-

,'z]rt\

Avoid exposing the typewriter to direct sunlight.

N



TYPEWRITER COVER
o Always carry the typewriter by the handle and use the cover for protection.

The typewriter couer accommodates:

Ribbon cassgtte ............................. .... 2 pcs

Storing the ribbon cassette

t=rileIrE{Ir

Place the ribbon cassette into the storage area
in the cover as indicated to the left.

a

,
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SPECIFICATIONS

Printing method

Printing speed

Typestyle

Ribbon cassette

Ribbon color
Ribbon life
Ribbon storage

Print pitch

Line spacing

Maximum paper width
Maximum print width
Display

Keyboard

Number of characters

Key buffer
Power source

Ambient temperature

Ambient humidity
Dimensions

Weight 2.2 kg (5lbs.) only typewriter

CUBIC is the trademark of CARACTERES SA, SWITZERLAND.

32 x 26-dot thermal-transfer printer
Max. 18 characters per second

COURIER 10, CUBIC- PS

lnk ribbon cassette

lR-50II (black), lR-51II (red), lR-52II (blue)

32,000 characters

Under 104oC (40"C) and 850/o r.h.

10 characler/inch, PS (Proportional Spacing)
1, 1-1 /2 and 2 lines

9-1/2 inches (241 mm)
8 inches (203 mm)

5 x7 dots, 1S-character, liquid crystal display
44-key, multi I i ngual keyboard

108 characters

80 characters

4 size-D (R20) dry batteries (6V DC, 6W)
AC adapter

50oF - 95oF (10'C - 35"C)
20o/o - 850/o r. h.

12-3/4 (W) x 11-5/8 (D) x 2-11116 (H) inches
(324 x 295 x 68 mm)

UNIT CONTENTS

Typewriter
Ink ribbon cassette
AC adapter AD-6 (U.S.A. and Canada only)

Subject to change without notice.

lnstruction manual
Ten sheets of paper
Warranty card (only for U.S.A. and Canada)
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MODE KEY FUNCTIONS

Press lMODEland the desired function key to set the modes listed below.

Scrr0ar Functlon Relercrp
plge

For

Sets line spacing mode to 1. 14

I

+ I 
I ,.,, tine spacins mode to 1 1t2. 14

+ E Sets line spacing mode to 2. 14

+ E Sets typing mode to C. 15

+ E Sets typing mode to L. 15

+ tr Sets printing mode to normal print. 16

+ E Sets printing mode to double-width print. 16

+ E Sets printing mode to underlined print. 16

+ E Sets manual carrier return mode. 16

+ E Sets automatic carrier return mode. 16

orU-E Sets justif ied text mode. 17

+ g Moves the carrier while using the display. 15
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tr
E
a

Sets typestyle mode to A.

Sets typestyle mode to B.

Sets/cancels shading print mode.

4
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CODE KEY FUNCTIONS

Press ICODEI and the deslred function key to activate the automatic functions Iisted
below.

I
!
!
!
E
I

E
FE
E

For UK

.E(g)

Sets centering between margins.

Sets centering between tabs.

Erecutes right margin alignment.

Sets/clears indent position.

Executes decimal tab.

E:recutes automatic paper feed.

Sets decimal tab.

Confirms decimal tab position.

Clears specific decimal tab.

Clears all tabs and decimal tabs.

Executes permanent hyphen
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tr

-T
Executes permanent space.

Executes controlled carrier movement.

Returns carrier without line feed.

l,
I

I
ll

!r
lr
II

!I

II
.I
il

Il
iri

iit
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FCC REGULATIONS (for U,S.A. only)
This equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if not installed and used
properly, that is, in strict accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, may cause inter-
ference to radio and television reception. lt has been type tested and found to comply with
the limits for a Class B computing device in accordance with the specifications in Subpart
J of Part 15 of FCC Rules, which are designed to provide reasonable protection against
such interference in a residential installation. However, there is no guarantee that interfer-
ence will not occur in a particular installation. lf this equipment does cause interference
to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and
on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following
measures:

o Reorient the receiving antenna.
o Relocate the cornputer with respect to the receiver.
o Move the computer away from the receiver.
o Plug the computet into a different outlet so that computer and receiver are on differ-

ent branch circuits.

lf necessary, the user should consult the dealer or an experienced radio/television techni-
cian for additional suggestions. The user may find the following booklet prepared by the
Federal Communications Commission helpful:

"lnterference Handbook". This booklet is available from the U.S. Government Printing
Off ice, Washington, O -C., M2. Stock No. 004-00-00450-7.

* Use of shielded cable is required to comply with Class "B" limits of the FCC rules.
The above staternent applies to the 120 V product.

RADIO INTERFERENCE REGULATIONS
(Canada only)

This digital apparatts de not exceed the Class B limits for radio noise emissions from digital
apparatus set out in the Radio lnterference Regulations of the Canadian Department of
Communications.
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